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TIME DIFFERENCES ACROSS THE WORLD



• A time zone is a region of the earth that has adopted 
the same standard time; which is usually referred to as 
the local time

TIME DIFFERENCES ACROSS THE 
WORLD, (CONTINUED)



TIME DIFFERENCES ACROSS 
THE WORLD, (CONTINUED)



TIME ZONE VOCABULARY



WORLD TIME ZONE MAP



THE 24-HR CLOCK



CALCULATIONS

Calculating the time and day in different time zones

• GENERAL DIRECT / SIMPLE QUESTION:

• Step 1: Identify the time zones of the countries in question.

• Step 2: Determine the time difference between the two countries.

• Step 3: Determine the direction of travel to see if you should add the time 

difference or subtract the time difference, to determine actual time

•

• Always start from the known country (SA) to the unknown

• If you move forward / to the right/east from known to unknown, you will

• ADD the time difference.

• If you move backward / to left/west from known to unknown, you will

• SUBTRACT the time difference



TIME ZONES 
CALCULATIONS

EXAMPLE:

Example:

If the time is 09:00 in South Africa. Determine the time and day in New York

Solution:

Step 1: 

Use the time zone map to identify the time zones:

South Africa: UTC+2 and New York: UTC-5  

Step 2:

*Use the time zone map: Put a finger on the Time zone for SA (+2) and move until you 

reach the time zone for New York (-5), as your finger move you count the number of 

time zones that you cross. OR *Draw a number line to represent all the time zones and 

count the SPACES BETWEEN the two timelines from one country to the next.

- 6      - 5      - 4      - 3      - 2      - 1       0      + 1      + 2      + 3     +4            

Step 3: If you move from SA (known) to New York (unknown), you are travelling 

backwards/ to the left therefore you will subtract the time.

* On Time zone Map: finger on +2 and move to -5 , at every time zone that you cross 

you subtract one hour. OR * On 24 hr clock: Start at known time and move backwards 

while counting 7 hrs OR * Mathematically: Subtract 7 from 9 to determine actual 

time.



FLYING TIME

FLYING TIME

Flying time refers to the 

approximate time that has 

elapsed since a tourist has 

departed to their destination. 

• ARRIVAL TIME: you must ADD 

the flying time to the answer 

obtained after step 3.

• DEPARTURE TIME: you must 

SUBTRACT from the answer 

obtained after step 3

EXAMPLE

Mr. Ace Khumalo from South 
Africa will be departing on a 
business trip to Rio de Janeiro 

on 21 March 2019 at 08:00 and 
his flight will last for fourteen 
hours. What will the time and 

date be when he arrives in Rio 
De Janeiro?



DAYLIGHT SAVINGS TIME 
(DST)

Daylight Savings Time (DST): 

is the practice of moving 

clocks ahead usually by one hour 

.

Application of DST in time zone 
calculations:

• Take note of any dates in the 
question: Countries only apply 

DST in summer.

• DST makes a difference of 1 

hour to the actual time: ADD 

the one-hour DST to the time 
zone for countries to the EAST 

and SUBTRACT an hour for 

countries to the WEST. 

ALTERNATIVELY : ADD/ 

SUBTRACT the 1 hour for DST at 
the end of your calculations.

• If both countries use DST at the 

same time, it will have no effect 

on the answer



DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME 
EXAMPLE

It is Friday 04 July in New York. An exchange student 

living in Durban would like to call his parents at home 
in New York at 17:00 SAST. What will the time be in 

New York when he calls?

South Africa = +2

New York     = -5
Time difference 7hours

17:00 – 7hrs = 10:00 
10:00 + 1hr (DST) = 11:00 the same day/ Friday 04 July



JET LAG / JET FATIGUE

• A TOURIST MAY ARRIVE SAFELY AT THEIR DESTINATION, BUT 
SUFFER TRAVEL FATIQUE, LOSS OF SLEEP AND OTHER 
SYMPTOMS THAT HAVE COME TO BE KNOWN AS JET LAG:

* DISORIENTATION * LIGHT-HEADEDNESS, IMPATIENCE, LACK OF 
ENERGY *LOSS OF APPETITE* INSOMNIA* CONSTIPATION * 

GROGGINESS

IMPORTANT:

❖Symptoms :

❖Causes: Health Conditions + Flight atmosphere +     Actions of 
passenger before + during flight

❖ Management of symptoms before + during + after flight 



PRACTICAL 
APPLICATIONS

1) Refer to 9.1 (a), (e)

2) Table 9.2 Alaska, Sydney

3) Previous Gr. 12 Questions – SAMPLE 1



THANK YOU!


